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A Letter From the Editorial Staff
Let us start with the obvious: We’re big fans of Bloomin’ News.
This quarterly magazine has kept its thumb on the pulse of Southern California’s
floral industry for 70 years. Between the cover stories, Potpourri, Round-About,
Calendar, and Design sections, Bloomin’ News has served as the impetus
of water cooler conversations for anyone in flowers from San Diego to San
Francisco, and maybe a little bit farther.
This has been due in no small part to the leadership of Editor Peggi Ridgway and
the synergy she has with Designer Mike Wheary. Over the past two decades,
these two have worked tirelessly to churn out issue after quality issue of both
print and PDF versions of Bloomin’ News—truly fantastic work!
And here we are now… Completely digital.
What else is going to change? Not too much.
Sure, you may notice a slight shift in the way we layout content or some of our
editorial guidelines, but this publication’s long-running demand for excellence
isn’t going anywhere.
If you’re reading this, chances are you’ve done your part to keep us going.
You’ve likely signed up to receive our quarterly email that will alert you to
new issues of Bloomin’ News. Thanks for that. If you haven’t, just click this link
to sign up.
To the long-time readers among you, thanks for sticking with us through this
transition. We promise to make you proud and to continue delivering the
enlightening, focused journalism you’ve grown to love.
If you’re new to Bloomin’ News, welcome! We hope you enjoy your time
within these pages. It’s our ongoing goal to share entertaining stories, insightful
tips, and all manner of events in the So Cal area.
And whether you’re a new reader, an older reader, or someone in-between
the two, we’d love to hear from you. We want your input. Your two cents is
invaluable to us. Whether you like something, want to see something different,
or just want to say hi, drop us a line at bloominnews@imwagency.com.
That’s it! We just wanted to say thanks to those who came before, set some
expectations moving forward, and encourage all of you to take advantage of
our open door policy. It’s going to be great. Promise.
Enjoy the Summer issue, and we’ll talk to you again in the Fall.

– The Editorial Team

The Bloomin' News
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COVER STORY

From left: Julia Swanson, Taylor Maligmat, Amy Marella, Brooke Osborn, and Jessy Land

The Not-So-Hidden Garden :

T

ANOTHER CHAT WITH AMY CHILD MARELLA By James Ninness

his isn’t the first time we’ve told you about Amy Child Marella.

In 2013, Bloomin’ News featured Amy and her Hidden Garden Floral Design team in

the article, “Hidden Garden Floral Design: Amy Child Marella‘s System for Success.” At
the time, the shop had been opened for 14 years to great success. In our conversation
with her, Amy detailed several methodologies she employs that impact that success.
These included steady growth, both in terms of space and employees, an experiential
education at the Original Los Angeles Flower Market, and attention to details, at work
and in her family life.
It has been six years since that interview, and now Hidden Garden has been around

for two decades. We thought we’d take some time to catch back up with Amy and see
how things have changed, or how they haven’t.
The business itself has gotten even bigger. Much of the shop’s growth is due to the

The Bloomin' News
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way they embrace technology. At the time this ar-

and what’s important to the consumer. I’m a big pro-

ticle was written, Hidden Garden has 53.4k followers

ponent of listening to our employees and our staff and

on Instagram and almost 10k likes on Facebook.

understanding what they hear. I’ve obviously gotten

Amy’s approach to social media is deceptively sim-

older, so a lot of people who work for me are younger.

ple. “We know which clients like Instagram and what

I’ve brought them onboard so I can get the millennial

they’re looking for when they go on our Instagram

generation perspective. The biggest thing that has kept

account. So, we make sure we post what’s relevant

us alive and continuing to grow is just remembering

to that platform. Then, for example, on Facebook it’s

that you have to change and be relevant. If I continue

more about the day-to-day and the happenings at the

operating the way I was in 2013, it wouldn’t work for

store—it’s a different post than the Instagram post.”

2019. We always have to make changes and be open

According to her, the key is “knowing that they’re all

to those changes, knowing that is how we evolve as a

different and there’s different users on each of those

company.”
Amy is not shy about the importance of a quality

platforms, so make sure you’re focusing on what that

team. “At Hidden Garden, from 1999 until now, it’s

user is engaging with.”
Amy believes it’s important to talk with consum-

really about the team of people. As long as our team is

ers, but an even greater imperative is to listen. “We

really strong, we have a good foundation. Everyone’s

try to stay aware of what’s going on in the industry

role is really important. The driver that’s going to pick

A wedding setup from The Hidden Garden.
.
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up at the market is just as important as the person that‘s

A Mothers Day design from The Hidden Garden.

selling the flowers, who’s just as important as the person designing the flowers, who’s as important as the
person delivering the flowers… If you take any of those
elements out, the chain’s broken.”
So, what’s changed outside the store?
At the industry level, the evolution is obvious to
Amy. “The big change is the public access to flowers.”
She unpacks that idea, noting, “They’re readily available, which has taken away a lot of the smaller, mom
and pop flower shops.” The convenience of flowers at
grocery stores and mini-marts has changed the game
overall. “Everything nowadays, for everyone, is convenience. You can go on Amazon and order everything
you want really quickly. I can go to the grocery store
and pick up flowers. Why do I need to stop and order

everywhere, but it depends on what the customer’s

something from a traditional flower shop?”

looking for. Are they looking for customer service? The

Los Angeles, however, seems resistant to the indus-

product? Delivery? In LA the change is that everything

try’s overarching ebb. “I think in LA we seem to be re-

is readily available, and you have a lot of options, but

ally lucky because people still want the boutique flow-

as long as we are consistent with incredible customer

er shops—they are still craving the customer service,”

service, I feel like we’re going to stay ahead.”

notes Amy. Of course, some customers will continue

The industry and city aren’t the only things fac-

to balk at the idea of a $125 orchid plant, but Amy

ing transition. “Customers have so much knowledge

understands that. “We’ve learned that it’s available

now. They are able to access everything.” While it can
be a boon for consumers trying to make a decision, it
can, at times, be a creative roadblock for the florists.
“Sometimes we have to redirect them back to let us do

“Customers have so
much knowledge now.
They are able to access
everything. Sometimes
we have to redirect them
back to let us do our
thing. You trust us, and
that’s why you’re here.”

our thing. You trust us, and that’s why you’re here,”
she explains. “This immediate access and instant gratification challenges us a bit. We love to let our designers design, rather than them being tied to a photo that
we need to duplicate.”
So, what hasn’t changed? Amy’s focus for Hidden
Garden. “We do flowers, and we love doing flowers
really well. We don’t try and do everything else. We
stick with our core product, which is designing really
pretty flowers. We don’t try to be a planner or a rental,
etcetera. We focus on what our market is, and it keeps
us ahead.”

The Bloomin' News
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To that end, Hidden Garden staff visit the Original

Another Mothers Day design.

Los Angeles Flower Market every single day to ensure
they have the freshest products to offer their clients.
Their regular run of flowers includes Roses, Hydrangea, Cymbidiums, Mini Callas, Mokaras, Vanda, Tulips, various greens, and a healthy mix of beautiful
seasonal blooms—they prefer to buy what they know
will sell. Despite the daily stocking, Amy and her team
don’t find themselves sitting on a whole lot of product.
“We don’t usually have a ton of plants readily available to purchase other than Succulents and Phalaenopsis Orchids—we go through a ton of these.”
Another constant: Amy’s emphasis on time with
family. In 2013, she admitted that she no longer
spends her mornings wandering the Original Los Angeles Flower Market, and instead chooses to spend

stand and appreciate the driver’s struggles, the prep-

the beginning of every day with her kids. That hasn’t

ping guy’s struggles, or the flower buyer’s process, or

changed. “I’m in the prime age that my kids want to be

the receptionist… I know what they’re going through.

around me still… So, I love my family time with them.”

When you start, if you can do everybody’s job before

After 20 years, Amy has a couple pieces of wis-

you hire someone to do that job, I think you can really

dom to impart on those thinking about getting into

understand and empathize with their struggles day-to-

the floral industry. First and foremost, learn the entire

day. That was key for me and my growth.”

process. “I started by myself. So, the one nice thing is

The second piece also happens to be one of Amy’s

I’ve done everybody’s job in the store. I can under-

fondest memories of the Original Los Angeles Flower
Market. “Just walking the market. You learn so much
just walking the market. Calling things in doesn’t do

Behind the scenes: Mothers Day preparation.

you any good, but walking around and looking at everything is the key because you just never know what’s
going to show up. And even now we’ll tell our clients,
‘Give us a little bit of wiggle room on what we’re going to do because you just never know what Mother
Nature will bring you that week.’”
Amy and her Hidden Garden team find groundbreaking ways to navigate through an ever-changing
landscape of industry, city, and client evolution. As
many shops close their doors, they continue to grow—
listening, learning, and adapting.
No, this isn’t the first time we told you about Amy
Child Marella. And it likely won’t be the last.
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FEATURE STORY

flowers, film,
and finding
your niche:
a conversation
with corri levelle
by James Ninness

W

hen you imagine a f lorist
with your mind’s eye,

you might picture a doorway crowded with stemmed plants, walls stacked
high with vases, or a pair of hands
rolling a bouquet behind the counter.
Chances are, you don’t imagine rushing to a film set at 4 a.m. to drop off a
poisonous Peruvian flower (or something that looks like one).
Perhaps you should.

The Bloomin' News

Sandy Rose Rauso started offering
fresh flowers to film sets in 1989. She
named the company after herself, but
sold it a few years later to her protégé,
Corri Levelle, who has kept the business going into its 30th year. “I was in
retail and events before that, but she
taught me about working in the studio
industry. It’s quite a different niche.

10

Corri Levelle, owner and operator
of Sandy Rose Floral.

It’s got different demands. You never
get a year to plan a wedding, you get
24-48 hours.”
As with all things, time has
changed Tinseltown. “Hollywood is
still a hub, but it’s not what it used
to be,” Corri explains. “We’ve kind
of lost the majority of the film industry. It has travelled elsewhere. I think

Left: Dining table by Set
Decorator Susan Eschelbach
Below-top: Faux orchids
and other plants.
Below-bottom: Faux white
roses with green orchids.

“Becoming friends or developing a rapport with a potential
client is way more valuable than anything I could do workwise for them because they trust me. They’re my friend.”
most people are aware that a lot of
movies are getting made in Georgia,
Canada, New York… However, television, because of cable and streaming, has grown exponentially here in
Los Angeles. So, we still hold the majority of that type of production. So,
that has been a shift for us. Television
is a much faster pace. And commercials are even faster than that—very,
very short lead time. Whereas movies
are kind of a little more leisurely. We
miss those.”
Time isn’t the only commodity in shorter supply. “And the quality of tv has become so high that it’s
very demanding. Some big productions are basically demanding that the
look be like a high-quality film. And
that’s not just for me, that’s for every
department within the production.
They want the best wardrobe and the
best furnishings and the best drapery.

And all of that has to be produced
to look as good as film but on a tv
budget, but faster. It has become a lot
more intense, actually.”
It would be safe to assume that
the demand for quality and decrease in both time and budget
would mean that the need for artificial flowers would surpass that of fresh
flowers. A safe assumption, but an incorrect one. “High definition comes
into play now. The quality of the picture and the quality of the TVs people are watching on are so high that
the you can tell the difference when
you’re close up on things.”
Like many in the City of Angels,
Corri’s go-to spot to find fresh flowers is the Original Los Angeles Flower
Market. “I’m down there three times a
week. At least. Sometimes five or six. I
love everybody over there.”
It turns out that writers and direc-
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Left: 1960 historical
fresh flowers.
Below: Pretty, pink, and
clean fresh flowers.

tors can benefit from a florist who is
as creative as they are. “It has to be
collaborative. This is something that
comes up a lot, where the writers have
written something in, and it’s not anything that’s commercially available. It’s
some exotic crazy flower indigenous
to Peru. And that’s because they were
up late one night, noodling around
on Google and saw this thing so they
wrote it into the script. When it becomes impossible, it’s about what are
they willing to change it to? What’s
the strangest thing, or possibly looks
the most poisonous?”
According to Corri, that type of

The Bloomin' News

trust and collaboration comes from a
lifetime of networking. “I constantly
have to be vigilant about finding who’s
new and who’s upcoming. Networking is the biggest. All florists have repeat clientele and that’s your bread and
butter. I’ve had clients that I’ve known
for 20-25 years. It’s a very transient
industry, they move from show to
show to show, but they always call
me. Becoming friends or developing a
rapport with a potential client is way
more valuable than anything I could
do work-wise for them because they
trust me. They’re my friend.”
So, what’s the greatest challenge

12

with being a florist in the film industry? It’s not the time or the money
or the fear of losing work—it’s staffing. “I feel like the route to becoming a floral designer, at least in my
area, has changed significantly. Most
people have a lot of event experience, and that to me, means that
they’re put into a crew duplicating
60-70 centerpieces or something
like that. And I find that I get those
folks in here, and I find they’re lacking in some elemental design techniques. I really think it’s important
for someone to have a retail background. Flexibility. How to design

Left: Preparations for an
undisclosed production.
Below: Crème fraîche
garden-style fresh flowers.

something yourself. How to work
with the proper tools and supplies. I
kind of have to teach, and honestly,
at the pace we go, we don’t really
have time to teach people.”
“Also,” continues Corri, “retail
experience. it’s really crucial to the
development of a well-rounded floral designer to have retail experience.
They must be able to create wedding
designs, funeral designs, get-well arrangements (do they know what an
appropriate size for a hospital room
is, etc.) as well as any holiday.”
One of the best ways to get the
experience Corri is looking for? Flo-

ral design competition. “Absolutely
essential. It was for me. It taught me
to work fast and think fast and know
how to work on a budget because almost every competition gives you the
maximum amount you can spend.
And you can find them wherever you
are in your local community. Here
in California, there’s a whole huge
structure for top ten competition
at the local level and working up to
the state level. AIFD. SAF has design
competitions. They’re out there, and
I think they’re really, really valuable.
And network! Meet with a lot of shop
owners and company owners and
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other designers. Start building those
friendships and networking, and you
can work in lots of different places.”
A doorway crowded with
stemmed plants? Sure. Walls stacked
high with vases? Maybe. A pair of
hands rolling a bouquet? At times.
But when you’re a florist in the film
industry, you have to know more
than flowers. You have to know
how to find your niche and thrive in
it, even at 4 a.m.
To learn more about Corri Levelle’s work, and to see some samples
of what she’s done, visit the Sandy
Rose website at www.sandyrose.com.
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Potpourri
First Lady’s Luncheon a
Spectacular Floral Display

in May 2019. It was an opportunity to support
Certified American Grown at a high profile
event. Florists contributed their individual
styles and techniques to support the Indy 500
theme, with 144 tables decked in black-andwhite checkered linens and red and burgundy
flowers popping with color against that
background and Melania Trump in sleeveless
red. Designers, who gave up their Mother’s
Day weekends to participate, came from
across the USA.

SAF Gears Up for Amelia Island
The Society of American Florists annual
convention, known for top-of-the-line
education, happens September 18-21 at the
Ritz-Carlton Amelia Island. It’s the 135th
and it’s chock full of “experience zones” and
sessions you’ll love and learn from: Trends
with Kate Penn, SAF’s CEO; Profitable Design
that demonstrates advanced techniques;
Digital Marketing that covers e-commerce
trends; Growth Strategies with high-volume
fulfillment, new revenue streams; Roundtable
Discussions; Outstanding Varieties, New
Products and the greatly anticipated Sylvia
Cup Competition. Register now: Contact
Laura Weaver for ala carte options at 703
838-5221 or meetings@safnow.org or get all
the details at: safnow.org/events-education/
annual-convention.

Floral workers prepare for First Lady’s Luncheon

Flower growers from Rhode Island to
California donated the spectacular blooms
that Society of American Florists members
used to decorate the Congressional Club in
Washington, DC for the First Lady’s Luncheon

MAYESH
WHOLESALE
providing ﬂoral designers with the
most beautiful, luxe blooms from
around the world

Floral Expressions Introduced
In her article “The Year Ahead: Tracking Floral Futures” (SuperFloral, January 2019) Slow
Flowers founder Debra Prinzing points out
some oft-missed ways to connect with customers more purposefully, including #1 Experiences, Not Conveniences. “Customers who
connect with you, your story, your flowers
and the origin of those flowers are foundation
of a loyal tribe,” she says. Prinzing also notes

DOWNLOAD OUR

ROSE GUIDE
I NFO. MAYESH .COM/ROSE-GUIDE
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Potpourri
that #2 “Artisan, not Mass Produced” moves
the conversation from a price-sensitive commodity to a high-value-added perception. #3
Floral Expressions, not Floral Arrangements
entices the senses, sets a mood, emphasizes
place and season; #4 Environmental, not Synthetic; #5 Vertical, not Compartmentalized;
#6 Relational, not Transactional; #7 Planted,
not Faux; #8 Transparent, not Obscured; #9
Multiseasonal, not Single Use; and #10 Community, not Solitary.

an industry summit during the SAF convention
at Amelia Island, Florida, featuring leaders from
AFE, AIFD Asocolflores, Cal Flowers, Association of Floral Importers of Florida, CCFC, Expoflores, PMA, SAF and WF&FSA. For details, see:
AFEendowment.org

Edible Product Monitors May
Transfer Benefits to Flowers
Standard equipment used to monitor food,
pharmaceuticals and high-end products may
now have a valuable application in the floral
industry, according to the Produce Marketing
Association. In a 2018 town hall, it shared
information about the new initiative of its
Transportation Task Force that leads us to
believe the equipment, with three options, may
be able to monitor time and temperature for the
floral industry. For more details, contact Becky
Roberts: Broberts@pma.com

Old Wedding Traditions Out …
or Are They?
Molly Sprayregen’s article in the Washington
Post (4/11/19) gives a nod to 1990s trends
such as rhinestones, butterflies and polka dots.
Apparently, these trends are transforming into
modern versions and making a comeback. On
the other hand, The Knot deputy editor Lauren
Kay believes “women are feeling empowered”
and dropping clichés such as the bouquet toss
and the garter in favor of an “experience” for
guests. Theme are still part of the experience.

We Have Buyers!

We’ve Sold More Flower Shops than Anyone!

Is July Your Bummer Month?

• Proven track record
• No up-front fees
• Confidential
• We know your
business

You might increase sales with a “promotion.” What better promotion could there be
than Certified American Grown flowers and
greens? With June being American Grown
Flowers Month, you can plan next summer’s
promotions now and perhaps realize some
benefit from the 2019 American Grown Flowers Month. Kasey Cronquist PFCI IOM, Administrator of Certified American Grown Flowers
and the CEO and ambassador of California Cut
Flower Commission, invites you learn more at
americangrownflowers.org/julycontest.

Sean Edelstein 949. 551.2060
Sean@BLBrokers.com
Orange, Riverside,
San Bernardino and
Los Angeles Counties

Upcoming Flower Summit an
Industry Collaboration

Flower Shop Broker
DRE#01926680

IBBA

INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS BROKERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.

Selling Flower Shops Since 1997

The American Floral Endowment will sponsor
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Potpourri
Flower Farmer Fridays Boost Sales

plus; however, air freight offers speed, seasonality
and the ability to meet real market demands.

Turn your customers on to Flower Farmer
Fridays to get the real feel for where their
flowers come from and how they are grown.
Find these fascinating stories and videos at:
americangrownflowers.org

Seattle, Here We come
Mayesh Wholesale Florist will open a new
wholesale floral distribution facility in Seattle this
fall. It will be the eighteenth wholesale location
and the first in Washington. CEO Patrick Dahlson
says Seattle has long been an interest to the
company, “as we recognize the great number of
progressive floral professionals operating (there).”

Sea Freight Awaits for
30 Percent of Shipments
Nearly two-thirds of fresh flowers sold in the
US are from imports, most of which come from
Miami, Florida and the countries of Costa Rica,
Mexico, Peru, Columbia, Guatemala and Ecuador.
Over the last four years, the volume of flowers
arriving in Miami by sea freight has jumped from
200 stems in 2015 to more than 26 million in
2018. Certain robust flowers that would not suffer
loss of quality are ideal for shipping by ocean.
Despite the longer transit time (23 additional
days), the ability to keep the product cool is a

Middle Schoolers
Treated by Bloom!
Seed Your Future has plans to inspire interest in horticulture careers through its BLOOM!
Program. Partnering with Scholastic and universities and other partners, BLOOM! introduces middle schoolers to the horticulture
field through toolkits, contests and videos.
Take the quiz and learn all about it at: https://
wearebloom.org

BADGE
PROGRAM

Using e-Verify?
The negative effects of the cumbersome EVerify system, used by employers to verify the
qualifications and immigration status of potential
employees, has been brought to the attention of
Congress by the Society of American Florists several times over past years. Now, it appears the
Trump administration is reviewing the federal
program, as it is all its immigration policies.

Los Angeles Flower District
For Resale Certificate Holders

• Wholesale prices
• Low fees ($60)
• Two memberships
• Free parking in
designated area

Rose Tourney Grants Awards
Twenty-three organizations in the San Gabriel
Valley will benefit from $200,000 in awards
recently granted by the Pasadena Tournament of
Roses Foundation. The grants support programs
benefiting children, teens, adults and seniors.
Three $25,000 awards were granted for sustainable
programs investing in people. View the entire list
at www.tournamentofroses.com/foundation.

For more information see Frank Reyes
on the second floor at the Flower Market

The Bloomin' News
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Roundabout
Teleflora’s Los Angeles Coastal Counties Unit
held a program on April 7 at Mellano & Company
called “Wedded to Success,” and attended by a
number of passionate floral designers.

We are delighted to see that renowned Southern
California floral designer Rene van Rems was (1)
the featured designer at the first American Grown
Field to Vase Dinner Tour, held April 18 at The
Flower Fields in Carlsbad. To prepare for the
event, Rene held a unique “concept to execution”
workshop with designers who helped prepare
the table-top arrangements for the dinner event.
Participants worked in teams and individually and
side-by-side with a world renowned designer. (2)
Rene was honored with the “Industry Icon” of the
Year 2019 award, presented by the San Diego
County Flower & Plant Association at its annual
dinner on June 27.

Southwest Chapter of AIFD hosted a tour of the
Resendiz Brothers Protea Farm in Fallbrook in
April and the Dramm & Echter Farm in early
June. The tours were part of SW AIFD’s “Meet the
Growers” program.
Casey Schwartz of Flower Duet, Torrance was
interviewed by a new Podcast called, “The
Special,” about how she buys flowers at the
downtown flower market. The episode was called
“Exploring the Creative Edge of Los Angeles.
Casey and her sister, co-owner Kit Wertz (see
our DESIGN article this issue) helped launch the
podcast series by creating flowers for the launch
party at Rossoblu. They employed an airy blueand-white theme in keeping with BMW’s color
scheme, and the launch of the BMW X7.

In March, Modesto Junior College hosted the
California Certified Florist exam, with donations and
sponsorship from Floral Supply Syndicate, Oasis
Floral Products and Flora Fresh in Sacramento. Those
passing the exam will participate in the CCF program
at the upcoming “CaliFlora” event November 2-3 at
the Original Los Angeles Flower Market.
Floral design and instructor Melinda Lynch was
honored with the California Honorary State FFA
Degree by the FFA executive board of directors
in the State of California. Melinda and Christine
Henderson put on the state final floriculture contest
with thirteen different contests. Congratulations
to Melinda and Christine, Marc Coleman and the
students from Hilmar FFA.

We are saddened to learn of the passing on March
23, 2019 of Elisabeth Joan “Jinx” Kenney Ecke.
Ms Ecke, a graduate of San Diego State College
(University), was the wife of Paul Ecke, Jr and
helped to grow their
Paul Ecke Poinsettia
Ranch in Encinitas into a worldwide business and the largest of
its kind for poinsettia
plants. She was active
in North San Diego
County
activities,
chairing and co-chairing many events and
fundraisers and winning numerous awards and
honors. The Isabella Center in Vista, California is
named for her and was her proudest achievement.
A celebration of her life was held on May 26 at The
Flower Fields at Carlsbad.

Ray Tucker is at it again, leading the drawing
classes at Knotts Berry Farm (Knotts Sketch Artists)
and winning First in the acrylic category at the
Pomona Valley Art Association annual show.
Renowned floral designer and instructor, awardingwinning Phil Rulloda AAF AIFD PFCI led a
workshop called “Dazzling Foliage Techniques!”
in April at Golden West College in Huntington
Beach. Before the program ended, Phil announced
to his students, “You are my legacy.”
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BY DESIGN

Old School Floral Design Techniques
Take Center Stage
Photos, Video and Text By Kit Wertz

F

loral artists are increasingly bypassing commercially made
floral foam in event design and embracing “old school” design techniques for flower walls, arches and centerpieces.
Our Flower Duet floral instruction portion of business is
receiving a multitude of requests for private lessons and online instruction for non-floral foam design techniques.

Shredded wood fiber called excelsior
can serve as a stem holder.

Before floral foam was invented in the 1950s by a chemist, floral artists
such as the expert of design Constance Spry relied on traditional methods of techniques using floral frogs, kenzens and chicken wire. There
are many ways to design with flowers from a small centerpieces to large
scale event pieces without turning to floral foam as the primary means of

stabilizing flowers.
The most famous recent example of large scale event design without the
use of floral foam featuring fresh flowers and greenery was by Philippa
Craddick, the British floral designer who designed the wedding flowers
for HRH The Duke of Sussex and HRH The Duchess of Sussex in 2018. On
the designer’s Instagram account she responded to a follower who asked
how the flowers were kept fresh. Craddick’s reply was, “Buckets and vials
full of water, all incorporated into the structure.”
During the 2017 Slow Flowers Summit I saw Emily Ellen Anderson of
Lola Creative display a full-sized standing flower wall that her company
designed and built using dampened moss and wire mesh. It was gorgeous
and made a tremendous impact all without any floral foam. The flowers
stayed fresh and beautiful using traditional moss and wire mesh techniques.
Here is a reminder of the most common alternatives to floral foam that
designers can use to create more sustainable flower arrangements from the
small to large scale designs. I’ve included some tips for success in using
these methods.
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Tucking flowers and greenery into a
Slatwall Panel display requires no wiring at all. Design by Flower Duet.

For Vases

Fresh wreaths are perfect for event design and can also
hold fresh flowers or plants as accents like this California-inspired wreath with eucalyptus, pepper berries and
a succulent. Design by Flower Duet.

Kenzens (Pin Frogs or Needle-Holders)
are popular tools for followers of the designer Kiana Underwood of Tulipina. By securing the kenzen to the base
of the container with florists clay, the designer can add
the primary set of stems and branches and use the underwater architecture of the first-laid stems to secure the
final stems. Not all stems need to be attached into a kenzen for the tool to work well. It is important to know the
right way to use a kenzen for maximum effect.
• Cut stems at a slant to make penetration of the
pins easier.
• For woody stems, make criss-cross cuts in the
ends as deep as the length of the pins.
• To angle a branch or stem into a kenzen, insert it in
the upright position; then exert pressure at the base
of the stem to draw it down into the desired angle.
• For thin stems, bunch 3 stems together, tie with
wire (22-gauge) and insert as one stem.
• For hollow stems, insert another type of flower
stem into the hollow stem and then place into the
pin holder or kenzen.

Add a few stems of balled up malleable Curly Willow
into a low container before you start arranging to create
underwater architecture for stems. It looks pretty, too!
Design by Flower Duet.

Sisal (Excelsior or Aspenwood)
It’s shredded wood fiber used by wineries to pack bottles
and is found at gift wrap suppliers but can also be bulk ordered. This tip is from Debra Prinzing’s book Slow Flowers.
• Pull apart the fibers before placing into your vase
or container.
• Add water.
• To make room for stems, you can pre-poke with a
tool such as a chopstick to make room for a stem
in the wood fibers.
• Add the stems.

Curly Willow
Works well bundled up into a ball and added into the vase
prior to designing. The added fun is that it can be used in
a glass container which adds to the design.
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Chicken Wire
(Poultry Netting or Florist Netting)

Use clear waterproof florist’s tape to make grids on top
of clear glass vases to hold stems in place. Work with
a dry vase and remember to add one final piece of tape
that goes around the top of the vase in order to really
secure the grid.

Floral designers most commonly use a 1-inch chicken
wire which is readily available from your local hardware
store in rolls. Oasis makes a green-painted Florist Netting and a new type of wire netting called Floral Mesh
which can be used as exposed architecture. Watch my
video for how to make a pillow out of florist netting and
secure it into a vase for designing.

Waterproof Tape Grids
Oasis makes green, white and clear waterproof floral tape
in a variety of widths for a multitude of applications. It
may be used to create grids on top of vases to secure
stems and to secure chicken wire to vases.

Moss Encased in Chicken Wire
Dampened sphagnum moss encased in pillows of chicken wire is a way to keep floral sprays fresh instead of
floral foam raquettes.

Easy eco-friendly cocktail-sized accent pieces can be
made by tucking living plants into votive candle holders
and disguising the dirt with moss. Design by Flower Duet.

Make a flower “wall” out of hanging flowers and greenery. These roses are simply wired with bullion wire and
attached to a pole that can be hung as a curtain of flowers. Design by Flower Duet.
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Designed and constructed by the team at Lola Creative, this
flower wall featured a wedge of dampened moss between two
large metal grids as shown. Attendees to the inaugural Slow
Flowers Summit in Seattle, Washington were able to see all
the mechanics up close and add American Grown Flowers
to the structure. This is a photo I took before it was almost
finished. You can see the moss in the upper left and lower left
still exposed. Design by Lola Creative.

Woven garlands can be laid on a table or attached to
structures to act as architecture for tucking in cut flowers
that are in vials or in buckets! Design by Flower Duet.

Eco Fresh Bouquet Wraps
Hand-tied bouquets are great for so many applications.
One of which is for adding to floral sprays encased in a
100% plant based water soaked wrap called an Eco Fresh
Bouquet Wrap. Bouquets can be prepped ahead and added to displays vertically and horizontally.

Garlands

For tall designs, use vases that can hold water, fill them
up and place hand-tied or individual stems inside the
vases as we did here for an online class on Phalaenopsis
orchids. Design by Flower Duet.

Garlands date back to Roman times as fresh floral decoration. Start with a base of greenery garland and add flowers using vials, bouquet wraps or buckets (see Philippa
Craddick reference in this article).

Vials (Floral tubes)
Individual vials filled with water keep the millions of flowers fresh on the Tournament of Roses parade each
year through the streets of Pasadena and can keep any
flower fresh as then come in a multitude of sizes. These
are great for tucking into garlands, can be prepped ahead
of time and tapes onto hyacinth sticks for height.

Click to watch video on chicken wire basics:
https://youtu.be/HzVze_frcxQ
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C alendar
Check Our Website:

OriginalLAflowermarket.com for Flower
Market shopping hours, parking info & more.
JULY
Every Saturday: “The Wall” farmers
market on San Pedro Street, Seventh
to Eighth streets. Bring the kids for fun
activities, bring yourself and shop for
flowers and great stuff. 9 am to 2 pm.
Park on Maple or San Julian.

1–2

Slow Flowers Summit
celebrates American Flowers Week,
see http://slowflowerssummit.com

4

Independence Day, local events

market on San Pedro Street, Seventh
to Eighth streets. Bring the kids for
fun activities, bring yourself and shop
for flowers and great stuff. 9 am to 2
pm. Park on Maple or San Julian.

class by Flower Duet, Flower Duet
studio in Torrance. Call 310 739-7644
or visit http://flowerduet.com

4

14 L.A Flower Market Tour led by
designers of Flower Duet, followed
by a class at the Flower Duet studio
in Torrance. Call 310 739-7644 or visit
http://flowerduet.com

International Friendship Day

17 L.A Flower Market Tour led by
designers of Flower Duet, followed
by a class at the Flower Duet studio
in Torrance. Call 310 739-7644 or visit
http://flowerduet.com

AIFD “Awake” Symposium
at Paris Las Vegas Hotel and Casino,
Las Vegas, NV. http://AIFD.org

“Too Hot Tropical Flowers with
Orchids,” by Flower Duet, Flower
Duet studio in Torrance. Call 310 7397644 or visit http://flowerduet.com

12 – 8/11

8/30 – 9/22

6 – 11

Orange County Fair,

Costa Mesa

18 – 22

LA Mart / The Reef summer gift show. http://LAmart.com

20 L.A Flower Market Tour led by
designers of Flower Duet, followed
by a class at the Flower Duet studio
in Torrance. Call 310 739-7644 or visit
http://flowerduet.com
“Large Scale Floral Design with
Roses” by Flower Duet, Flower Duet
studio in Torrance. Call 310 739-7644
or visit http://flowerduet.com

24 – 27

“Fun ‘N Sun 2019,”
sponsored by California Association of Flower Growers & Shippers
(CalFlowers), Hilton Santa Barbara
Beachfront Resort, Santa Barbara.
CAFGS.org/fns

7/31 – 8/11

Ventura County

Fair, Ventura

AUGUST
Every Saturday: “The Wall” farmers

Los Angeles County
Fair, Fairplex, Pomona. http://lacountyfair.com

SEPTEMBER
Every Saturday: “The Wall” farmers
market on San Pedro Street, Seventh
to Eighth streets. Bring the kids for
fun activities, bring yourself and shop
for flowers and great stuff. 9 am to 2
pm. Park on Maple or San Julian.

2

Labor Day

7

American Grown Field to Vase Dinner, Lompoc. See: https://www.americangrownflowers.org/fieldtovase/

8

13

International Chocolate Day

“Succulents & Flowers” class
by Flower Duet, Flower Duet studio
in Torrance. Call 310 739-7644 or visit
http://flowerduet.com

18 – 21

SAF Annual Convention,
Ritz-Carlton Amelia Island, Florida.
SAFnow.org

25

“Bouquet & Boutonniere”
class by Flower Duet, Flower Duet
studio in Torrance. Call 310 739-7644
or visit http://flowerduet.com

29

Rosh Hashanah

30 – 10/2 “Advanced Floral
Designer” class with Phil Rulloda
AAF AIFD PFCI, at Mellano & Company, 1605 E. McFadden Avenue,
Santa Ana. See http://philrulloda.com

CALENDAR THIS
Saturday, November 2
& Sunday, November 3

Grandparents Day

9 – 20

“Floral Designer” class
with Phil Rulloda AAF AIFD PFCI, at
Mellano & Company, 1605 E. McFadden Avenue, Santa Ana. See http://
philrulloda.com

11

Patriot Day, Citizenship Day

12

“Fall, Tall & Terrific Flowers”

22

“CaliFlora” event with the Top Ten
Design Competition for designers
and students, brilliant hands-on
educational sessions, new varieties,
gift auction, Certified California Designer pinning, renowned educators
and designers – at the Original Los
Angeles Flower Market. Sponsored
by California State Floral Association. See ad on last page.

The Best Floral Design Contest & Show in California

California State Floral Association Presents:

CALIFLORA 2019
Saturday, November 2 • Sunday, November 3
• Design Shows Featuring WorldRenowned Designers
• Sensational Hands-On Workshops

• Vendors, Silent Auction and More
• New Floral Varieties
• CCF Pinning

Original Los Angeles Flower Market • 754 Wall Street • Los Angeles, California
For More Details/Register: Call CSFA: 916.448.5266 or Email: ann@agamsi.com

Thanks For Reading
See you in the fall.

Thanks For
Reading
See you in the fall.

